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Abstract: Emissions trading is regarded as a crucial instrument for a cost-effective 

implementation of climate policy. At the same time, the shape of global climate policy 

after the expiration of the Kyoto Protocol in 2012 is highly uncertain. Intensity targets, 

which limit the amount of emissions per output, have been proposed as an alternative to 

Kyoto- style absolute emission targets. In fact, the emergence of a fragmented regime in 

which one group of countries adopts the former and another group of countries the latter 

cannot be excluded. The question then arises of whether emissions trading between 

countries that are not subject to the same type of constraint would lead to an efficient 

outcome. Within a simple analytical framework, we find that permit trade between a 

country with an absolute and one with an intensity target never leads to a Pareto efficient 

equilibrium. Moreover, global emissions increase if the country with the intensity target 

is a net buyer of permits. We propose an ad valorem tax on traded permits in the intensity 

based regime, which restores Pareto optimality.  
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1. Introduction 

A key issue in the current climate policy debate is what kind of follow-up agreement 

should or could succeed the Kyoto Protocol of the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), due to expire in 2012 (e.g. Aldy and Stavins, 

2007; Bodansky, 2004; Harvard Project, 2008). As of today, no silver bullet has emerged, 

and the multitude of circulating proposals, together with the heterogeneity across 

countries’ characteristics and objectives suggests the likely emergence of a fragmented 

regime, perhaps consisting of one or several coalitions, associated blocks, and free-riders 

(Biermann et al., 2007; Victor, 2007). For instance, even if the United States remain 

outside a post-Kyoto accord, individual or groups of US federal states might adopt 

reduction targets and trade permits with the European Emissions Trading Scheme (ICAP, 

2007; Edenhofer et al., 2007). Schmidt et al. (2006) have suggested for China to adopt 

intensity targets for some of its sectors in order to participate in international permit 

trade. Moreover, even within a climate coalition there may be differences in how 

individual countries choose to implement climate policy or what sectors to cover.  

 

Among the competing policy choices, one aspect regards the mechanism by which 

emission control is implemented. On the one hand there are absolute targets, which 

require future emissions not to exceed a certain amount of CO2 (or CO2 equivalents). 

Such targets, also referred to as caps, were adopted by most industrialized countries 

under the Kyoto Protocol. On the other hand, so called intensity targets set an upper limit 

on the ratio of emissions per output, often expressed in CO2 per GDP. As the most 

prominent example, the U.S. administration has adopted such a target in 2002, pledging 

to reduce greenhouse gases emissions relative to GDP by 18% by 2012 compared with 

2002.1 Also Canada is planning to set up an emissions trading system based on intensity 

targets (Government of Canada, 2007).  

 

In the literature, the advocates of such intensity targets argue that they reduce cost 

uncertainty in the face of unknown, but GDP sensitive, business-as-usual emissions 

(Frankel, 1999; Kolstad, 2005), although this has been questioned by others (Quirion, 

2005; Marschinski and Lecocq, 2006). Furthermore, intensity targets supposedly 



facilitate the participation of developing countries because they do not limit economic 

growth (Lisowski, 2002).        

 

The focus of this paper, however, is not on the well-researched uncertainty properties of 

the two mechanisms. In a purely deterministic setting, we analyze emissions trading in a 

situation in which one country (or block of countries) has adopted intensity targets and 

the other absolute targets. Does trade in emission permits between these two systems still 

lead to the same efficient outcome as under a universal cap-and-trade approach?  

 

To our knowledge, little research has been published on this question. Herzog et al. 

(2006) critically observe that the actual emissions allowance under an intensity target is 

only known ex-post, i.e. once economic output is known, but see no principal 

incompatibility for trade between absolute and intensity based systems. Fischer’s (2003) 

contribution is most closely related to our work. In a partial equilibrium two-sector model 

she analyzes the behavior of two representative firms, one subjected to a rate-based 

emission policy, the other to a cap-and-trade policy. Somewhat similar to us, she finds 

that in the absence of cross-price effects permit trade always leads to an expansion of 

combined emissions.  

 

However, our work differs on two substantial points. First, it pursues a different 

methodological approach: while Fischer’s analysis takes on a micro view and assumes 

constant marginal production costs, we adopt a macroeconomic production function with 

decreasing returns to scale, in line with important models employed in the integrated 

assessment modeling (IAM) community, such as the well known DICE (Nordhaus, 1992) 

and RICE (Nordhaus and Young, 1996) model. Second, Fischer emphasizes the 

identification of suitable strategies capable of suppressing the emission-expanding 

leakage effect. The present article, meanwhile, mainly investigates whether emissions 

trade between countries (or sectors) with absolute and with intensity target leads to an 

efficient outcome.  

 



By means of a simple conceptual model of two economies with representative agents and 

emissions as sole factor of production, we derive three main results: first, cross-system 

emissions trade leads to increased global emissions, but only if the country with intensity 

target is a net buyer of permits; otherwise global emissions decrease. Second, cross-

system emissions trade always leads to equilibria not satisfying Pareto efficiency. Third, 

we propose a suitable tax on traded permits that restores Pareto efficiency.        

 

The remaining part of the paper is organized in the following way: the next section 

introduces the analytical framework. Section 3 contains the main results on free 

emissions trade between a country with an absolute and one with an intensity target. 

Section 4 discusses an efficiency restoring tax on traded permits, and Section 5 

concludes.   

 

2. Analytical framework 

Consider a closed economy consisting of a single representative agent. Let Y denote 

output and E emissions. Within our framework we assume that output might be expressed 

as a function F of emissions 

 

)(EFY =   ,          (1) 

 

where we restrict the argument E to values that do not exceed the business-as-usual 

(BAU) emissions. We denote BAU values of all variables with a subscript zero, hence 

0EE ≤ . Over this domain, F is strictly increasing in E, i.e. 0)(' >EF  and concave, i.e. 

0)('' <EF . It will be useful to define a local emissions elasticity of output 
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Within the given domain of E, this quantity is always positive and smaller than unity due 

to the decreasing productivity of emissions (marginal productivity – the numerator – is 



always smaller than average productivity – the denominator). This is tantamount to 

saying that in percentages the loss of output due to an emissions reduction will always be 

smaller than the corresponding reduction of emissions. Moreover, if F takes on the 

specific form of a power law function, ε will coincide with the exponent, suggesting an 

interpretation of ε as roughly representing the value share of emissions in the production 

function.  

 

Next, let γ denote the emission intensity of output, which in the BAU case is given by 

000 YE=γ . It is straightforward to show that the intensity γ increases whenever 

emissions E increase, and that emissions and intensity are thus linked by a one-to-one 

relationship.²  

 

In this analysis, two types of emission reductions are considered: first absolute targets, 

which constrain emissions to a given level E , and, second, intensity targets, which set a 

maximum intensity of γ . In a deterministic setting with only one economy, absolute and 

intensity targets are equivalent instruments for the purpose of emission control, since any 

absolute target can be implemented through an intensity target by choosing 
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where )(Eγ denotes what we shall call the equivalent intensity target. However, even 

though the two mechanisms can in that sense be considered as equivalent, they still differ 

in their ‘mechanics’: for instance, reducing emissions by a given percentage will not lead 

to the same outcome as reducing the emissions intensity by the same percentage. In fact, 

denoting the relative reduction of the absolute emission level by  

 

( ) 00: EEEr −=          (4) 

 



it can be shown that the equivalent reduction of intensity – i.e. one that yields the same 

ex-post emission level E  – should be smaller than r : 

 

    (5) 

 

since )(0 EFY > . This just reflects the fact that a, say, 10% reduction of intensity would 

lead to a 10% emission reduction if output remained constant, but actually leads to more 

than 10% emission reduction when taking into account that diminished output always 

implies a smaller allocation under the intensity target.  

 

3. Permit trade between cap and intensity system 

Consider first an economy where emissions trading is restricted to the domestic arena. As 

the first proposition shows that whether a certain emissions target is implemented by an 

absolute or intensity target will make a difference for the equilibrium permit price in the 

domestic emissions market.  

 

Proposition 1: For a given economy characterized by a production function F with local 

emissions elasticity ε(E) smaller than 1, marginal abatement costs – and thus the domestic 

emissions price in equilibrium – are lower under an absolute cap than under the 

equivalent intensity target.  

Proof: Suppose emission permits Π from outside the economy were available at a price p. 

In case of an absolute target E , the equilibrium price Ap  at which no permit trade (Π=0) 

would occur is characterized by the condition 
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In case of the equivalent intensity target )(Eγ , the no-trade equilibrium price Ip  occurs 

if 
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is fulfilled. Therefore, it follows that for 0<ε<1 we obtain AI pp >  □ 

 

The interpretation of this result is straightforward: acquiring a permit of 1 ton CO2 allows 

to expand emissions by just one ton in a system with absolute targets, with an according 

increase of output. But in the intensity based regime the acquired permit allows a higher 

level of emissions, leading to a higher level of output, which in turn again leads to a 

higher level of allowed emissions. In sum, the net increase in output is larger than it 

would be under absolute targets, and, as a consequence, an agent in the intensity based 

regime is willing to pay more for an emissions permit than her/his virtual counterpart 

facing an absolute target. This immediately has the following implication: 

 

Corollary 1: Let there be two countries with identical economies, producing the same 

perfectly substitutable output. Both are constrained to the same emission level E , albeit 

one by means of an absolute target and the other by means of an (equivalent) intensity 

target. Introducing an international market for emission permits (and no other trade), the 

two countries will exchange some emission permits, since, according to Proposition 1, 

domestic prices are different in the pre-trade state. As a consequence, emission levels will 

diverge. 

 

In fact, it is evident that the country which has adopted the intensity target will buy 

permits from the country with the absolute target, and that the equilibrium price p will 

settle between IA ppp << . Moreover, it is also clear that this trade cannot yield a Pareto 

efficient allocation of emissions in equilibrium: since we assumed perfect symmetry 

between the two countries and since Pareto efficiency implies the same marginal 

productivity of emissions across countries, efficient allocations cannot but have the same 

level of emissions in both countries.  

 



Nevertheless, in purely economic terms this permit trade is mutually beneficial, i.e. it 

raises income in both countries. However, this comes at the cost of increased global 

emissions: 

 

Proposition 2: Under the conditions described in Corollary 1, free permit trade between 

the two countries leads to an increase of global emissions with respect to the pre-trade 

state.   

Proof: Let Π and Δ denote the change in emissions with respect to autarky of the country 

with absolute target and intensity target, respectively. Given a permit price p, the 

countries solve, again respectively 
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Note that although Π coincides with the amount of traded permits for the country with 

absolute target, the traded amount of the intensity based system is given not by Δ but 

instead by ( )EEF −Δ+−Δ )(γ , i.e. only by that part of the change in emissions that is 

not covered by the adjustment of the intensity target. In equilibrium, market clearing 

requires the net sum of traded permits to be zero, hence 
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proving that the net change of global emissions is positive, namely 
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Thus, the increase in global emissions depends positively on how much the intensity 

based country expands its output in the course of permit trading. In fact, if we assume the 



expansion of its emissions to be small with respect to the pre-trade emissions level, we 

can approximate the percentage increase in global emissions by   
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which shows that the relative increase becomes significant whenever ε, the emissions 

elasticity of output, is sufficiently high.  

 

As the next step, we relax the didactically motivated assumption of symmetric countries. 

The following proposition holds for emissions trade between two arbitrary countries:  

 

Proposition 3: Let there be two countries characterized by output-emissions functions F 

and G, respectively. The first is limited to emissions E  by means of an absolute target, 

the second to an emissions level )~(~ γE  by means of an intensity target γ~ . In this setting, 

free international permit trade leads to a market equilibrium that is not Pareto optimal, in 

the sense that the same global emissions level could be reached at lower costs.  

Proof: It is common knowledge that for a cost-minimizing implementation of a given 

global emissions target the marginal productivity of emissions must be equalized across 

all countries, i.e. 
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However by requiring a unique price p in equilibrium we obtain     
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by the same argument as in the proof to Proposition 2. For any 0~ >γ , Eq.(13) evidently 

contradicts the efficiency condition given in Eq.(12) since '' GF > . □ 



In other words, the last equation shows that in equilibrium marginal abatement costs in 

the country with absolute target are too high with respect to the efficient level.  

 

The generalization of Proposition 2 is immediate. 

Proposition 4: Emissions trading between arbitrary countries with different types of 

targets leads to an increase in combined emissions if the country with absolute target is a 

net seller, and to a decrease if it is a net buyer of permits. 

Proof: Let E and )~(~ γE  denote the absolute and implied emissions cap, and  Π and Δ the 

change in emissions with respect to autarky of the country with absolute target and 

intensity target, respectively. Given a permit price p, the countries solve 
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Market clearing for permits requires the sum of all traded permits to be zero, hence 
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proving that the net change of global emissions depends only on the sign of Δ 
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In sum, although both types of targets are equally well equipped to control emissions in 

autarky, the ‘mechanical’ differences between the two instruments provoke an efficiency 

breakdown in the presence of free permit trade between the two systems. Moreover, if the 

intensity based regime is a net buyer of permits, global emissions are inflated as a 

consequence of the trading. These effects can be explained by an upwardly distorted 

permit price in the intensity based regime, i.e. the nominal price is higher than the actual 



marginal abatement costs. To abandon international permit trade completely would not be 

a desirable solution to this problem, since it is generally viewed as crucial for a cost 

efficient and thus affordable implementation of climate policy. On the other side, free 

permit trade between countries – or even sectors – adhering to different mechanisms does 

not yield a Pareto optimal equilibrium, which is also undesirable. A possible solution, as 

discussed in next section, is to apply a specific tax on traded permits in the intensity 

based regime. 

 

4. Application of a tax as corrective policy measure 

In the last section it was shown that the distorted domestic permit price lies at the heart of 

the trade incompatibility between regions with absolute and intensity based targets. It 

thus seems natural to impose a tax on permit trade in the intensity based regime.  

 

Proposition 5: The correct permit price which reflects the true marginal productivity of 

emissions is recovered if an ad valorem tax τ of   
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on traded permits is introduced in the country with the intensity target³ or, alternatively, 

imposed on it from the outside in form of a tariff. 

Proof: From the point of view of a small representative firm, the optimal amount of 

acquired/sold permits is determined by the optimization problem, now including the tax 
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In effect, the tax modifies the permit price p and makes it appear to firms as p̂  
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i.e. it becomes somewhat inflated. However, the correction will likely be small for typical 

‘real’ economies: assuming an emission permit price of 30 USD/tCO2, and taking current 

CO2 intensities4 of 0.55 kgCO2/USD for the United States, 0.36 kgCO2/USD for the 

EU25, and 0.73 kgCO2/USD for China, the term γp  takes on a value of  0.017, 0.011, 

and 0.022, respectively, making it reasonable to approximate ( )γppp +≅ 1ˆ , and thus 

suggesting a tax correction of the order of magnitude of a few percent for the aggregate 

economy.  

 

However, in light of the before mentioned concept of sector-specific intensity targets 

(Schmidt et al., 2006), the tax might be significantly higher. For example, the emission 

intensity in some energy intensive sectors, such as electricity, cement or steel production, 

is up to one order of magnitude higher (for China, see, Chang et al., 2003, p.145), 

indicating that the optimal value of a sector-specific ad valorem tax correction could be 

10 or even 20 percent for these sectors.    

 

Another rule-of-thumb for the optimal tax level is derived by assuming that the amount of 

traded permits Δ remains small compared to the initial cap E . We then have 

)('')(')(' EFEFEF Δ+≅Δ+ , and, in equilibrium, where pEF =Δ+ )(' , we can 

write  
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using, in the last equation, that 1<<Δ E , while ε and the emissions elasticity of marginal 

output are assumed to be of order of magnitude one.5 This allows us to interpret τ as a 

small ad valorem tax determined by the emissions elasticity of output: τ≈ε. Furthermore, 



ε can in turn also be viewed as proxy for the value share of emissions or–if emissions are 

seen as mainly energy related–energy’s share. Such an interpretation would be in line 

with data showing energy’s share to be on average around a few percent (Kümmel, Henn, 

and Lindenberger, 2002).  

 

 

5. Conclusion 

Based on an analytical approach, we investigated the effects of emissions trading 

between countries with different types of emission control mechanisms, namely absolute 

targets and intensity targets. This constitutes an important question, since international 

climate policy currently shows a tendency towards increased fragmentation, rendering the 

simultaneous presence of multiple approaches – and the need for their integration – quite 

possible.  

 

By considering two countries that both produce output by means of a concave production 

function with emissions as the sole input, but that are subject to different types of 

emission targets, we derived three results: first, emissions trade across these two different 

policy regimes increases global emissions, but only if the country with intensity target is 

a net buyer of permits; otherwise global emissions decrease. Second, emissions trade 

always leads to equilibria not satisfying Pareto efficiency. Third, we propose a suitable 

tax on traded permits to be adopted by the country with the intensity target that restores 

Pareto efficiency. A rough empirical estimate suggests that an ad valorem tax of few 

percent would be optimal when considering the economy as a whole. However, this 

figure could be significantly higher if intensity targets are employed to cover highly 

carbon intensive segments of the economy within so-called sectoral approaches. 

 

 

 

 

 



Endnotes 
1 See http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2002/02/climatechange.html 
2 Note that the derivative is given by 

( ) [ ] 0)(1)(1)()(')( 2 >−=−= EEFEFEFEEFdEd εγ . 
3 It is assumed that the tax revenue is recycled back as a lump sum. 
4 Data for 2004 taken from the World Resource Institute’s CAIT database. 
5 If F is power law function with exponent a<1, the latter would be 1-a. 
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